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Mike Mignola: The Quarantine 

Sketchbook

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 14+

 During the quarantine of 2020, Hellboy creator and master of 
comics art Mike Mignola began auctioning off his recent 
original sketches to raise money for Jose Andreas’ World 
Central Kitchen affected by the various lockdowns. These 
sketches went viral online as thousands flocked to support.

 This beautiful hardcover collects reproductions of all of these 
sketches in one amazing volume.

 All profits will be going to support the World Central Kitchen.

 Features sketches of Mignola’s classic Hellboy as well as other 
pop culture icons such as Dracula and more peculiar entries.

Mike Mignola is best known for 
his gothic horror comics works 
such as Hellboy. He has also 
been involved with films such as 
Bram Stoker’s Dracula and 
Atlantis: the Lost Empire. His 
distinctive shadowy style has 
become iconic within comics.
Backlist
Hellboy Volume 1 – 9781506706665 -

$42.99

Hellboy Volume 2 – 9781506706672 -

$42.99

Hellboy Volume 3 – 9781506706689 -

$42.99
9781506724270

16/3/21
$64.99

Hardcover
128 pp



Birds: A Smithsonian Coloring Book

 Publisher: IDW Publishing

 Age range: 12+

 A lush world of birds and the environments they inhabit. The Smithsonian's 
National Zoo & Conservation Biology Institute presents a fascinating new 
colouring book that provides an up close and personal tour through a vibrant 
range of birds.

 Can be used by pen, pencil, or watercolours.

 Best for areas that have a strong colouring book market.

9781684058235
18/5/21

$27.99
Paperback

80 pp



Fire Force 22

 Publisher: Kodansha Comics

 Age range: 15+

 The city of Tokyo is in the grip of a reign of terror! Possessed 
by demons, people have begun to burst into flame, leading to 
the establishment of a special firefighting team: the 
Pyrofighters, ready to roll on a moment's notice to fight 
spontaneous combustion anywhere it might break out. But the 
team is about to get a very unique addition: Shinra, a boy who 
possesses the unique power to run at the speed of a rocket, 
leaving behind the famous "devil's footprints" Can the 
Pyrofighters discover the source of this strange phenomenon 
and put a stop to it? Or will the city burn to ashes first?

 Now a major anime series!

 Will appeal to older readers and fans of Attack on Titan

Atsushi Ohkubo is the 

creative mind behind the hit 

series Soul Eater.

Backlist
Fire Force 1 – 9781632363305 - $18.99

Fire Force 2 – 9781632363312 - $18.99

Fire Force 3 – 9781632363787 - $18.99

Soul Eater: the Perfect Edition 1 –

9781646090013 - $34.99

9781646511907
18/5/21

$18.99
Paperback

128 pp



Boarding School Juliet 14

 Publisher: Kodansha Comics

 Age range: 14+

 On the fair island campus of Dahlia, the student 
body is split into two rival dorms: The Black Dog 
House of the east, and the White Cats House of the 
west. Despite his doting childhood friend and a loyal 
posse, the first-year leader of the Black Dogs, 
Romeo Inuzuka, has one big teenage problem: He 
has a crush on Juliet Persia, the first-year leader of 
the White Cats!

 Has inspired an anime series.

 A great choice for libraries and high schools.

Backlist
Boarding School Juliet 1 –

9781632367501 - $18.99

Boarding School Juliet 2 –

9781632367525 - $18.99

Boarding School Juliet 3 –

9781632367532 - $18.99

9781646510139
18/5/21

$18.99
Paperback



Flying Witch, Volume 9

 Publisher: Kodansha Comics

 Age range: 12+

 After six years, a young witch returns to the country 
to continue learning about her magical powers.

 The manga has currently been running for over 4 
years and has been adapted into an anime.

 This series has sold over 800 copies so far in 
Australia.

 Easy, gentle manga that is suitable for schools

Backlist
Flying Witch vol. 1 – 9781945054099 -

$18.99

Flying Witch vol. 2 – 9781945054105 -

$18.99

Flying Witch vol. 3 – 9781945054112 -

$18.99 

9781949980974
18/5/21

$18.99
Paperback

128 pp



The Witch And The Beast 4

 Publisher: Kodansha Comics

 Age range: 14+

 Ashaf: a soft-spoken man with delicate features, a 
coffin strapped to his back, and an entourage of black 
crows. Guideau: a feral, violent girl with long fangs 
and the eyes of a beast. This ominous pair appear one 
day in a town in thrall to a witch - a ruler with magic 
coursing through her tattooed body, who has convinced 
the townsfolk she's their hero. 

 A dark fairytale set in a steampunk world of magic and 
monsters.

 Better for older teens and adults, but will be suitable 
for secondary schools and libraries.

Backlist
The Witch and the Beast 1 –

9781646510214 - $22.99

The Witch and the Beast 2 –

9781646510221 - $22.99

The Witch and the Beast 3 –

9781646510238 - $22.99

9781646510245
4/5/21
$21.99

Paperback
112 pp



Superman Vs. Shazam

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 12+

 The Man of Steel and the World’s Mightiest Mortal are two of the strongest men 
imaginable, but what happens when they find themselves facing up against 
each other?

 Collects some of the most memorable encounters between Superman and 
Shazam from the last 80 years of comics.

 A good anthology that will appeal to younger readers and collectors.

 Suitable for libraries and schools.
9781779509093

10/5/21
$37.99

Paperback
256 pp



Revolver

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 15+

 Sam is a 20-something living in Seattle, going about 
his life when something begins to make his realities 
bleed together, and he must discover which is real –
the world like ours or the post-apocalyptic 
landscape he keeps finding himself in.

 The tenth anniversary edition of this amazing title 
adds the lauded Black Label imprint.

 An excellent read in the vein of Fight Club.

Matt Kindt is a comic book 
author and graphic designer. He 
has been writing graphic novels 
for nearly 20 years, beginning 
with independent publishers 
such as Dark Horse Comics, most 
notably for the series Mind 
MGMT, which has recently been 
optioned as a film by Ridley 
Scott (Blader Runner, Alien)
Backlist
Mind MGMT Omnibus vol. 1 –

9781506704609 - $42.99

Mind MGMT Omnibus vol. 2 –

9781506704616 - $42.99

Bang! – 9781506716169 - $34.99
9781779509949

10/5/21
$37.00

Paperback
192 pp



Sheriff Of Babylon

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 16+

 Baghdad, 2003. The reign of Saddam Hussein is over. The 
Americans are in command. And no one is in control. A former 
cop turned military contractor must find out who killed one of 
the new Iraqi police force recruits in a city that has no law 
left.

 Based on King’s real-life experiences in Iraq

 A critical hit amongst comics fans

 Comparable with Dark Night and Persepolis.

 A strong recommendation for independent stores as well as 
comic book suppliers as this will appeal to a wide range of 
readers

 This new Black Label edition collects both previous volumes.

Tom King is a former CIA-
operative and superstar comics 
writer, with titles across DC and 
Marvel Comics, including Mister 
Miracle, Sheriff of Babylon, 
Vision, and most recently an 
extensive run on Batman.
Backlist
Batman vol. 1: I am Gotham -

9781401267773 - $29.99

Batman vol. 2: I am Suicide -

9781401268541 - $29.99

Mister Miracle – 9781401283544 -

$42.99

9781779509130
10/5/21

$55.00
Paperback

305 pp



Harley Quinn & The Birds Of Prey The 

Hunt For Harley

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 15+

 Harley Quinn has avoided Gotham City ever since she 
broke up with The Joker — she found a home, and a 
kind of family, in Coney Island. But when she gets an 
offer she can’t refuse, she has no choice but to slip 
back into the city as quietly and quickly as she can, 
before anyone learns she’s been there. But for Harley, 
“as quietly as she can” is plenty loud…and the Joker’s 
sicced every super-villain in the city on her head!

 Heavily influenced by the recent Birds of Prey film, 
this is sure to bring in fans of cult hit.

 Previously listed for March.

Jimmy Palmiotti began his 
career in comics as an inker back 
in the 1990s, and has since 
transitioned to writing such 
titles as Jonah Hex and Power 
Girl. He frequently collaborates 
with his wife, Amanda Conner, 
who co-writes Harley Quinn with 
him.
Backlist

Harley Quinn vol. 1: Hot in the City –

9781401254155 - $29.99

Harley Quinn vol. 2: Joker Loves 

Harley – 9781401270957 - $29.99

9781779504494
17/5/21

$39.99
Hardcover

160 pp



DCeased

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 15+

 A techno-organic virus has started infecting the heroes 

of the DC Universe, turning them into flesh hungry 

zombies. Which heroes will live? Which will die?

 Previously available in hardcover with current sales of 

500+ copies.

 DCeased has been praised by critics and fans alike

 Much like Marvel Zombies, this has become a must-

have for DC fans and is destined to be a future classic.

Tom Taylor began his career as a 
street performer in Melbourne 
and has since taken the comics 
world by storm, working for both 
DC and Marvel, as well as writing 
a number of Star Wars comics. 
Still based in Melbourne, he is 
one of the superstars of 
Australian comics.
Backlist
Injustice Year One – 9781401262792 -

$42.99

Injustice 2 vol. 1 – 9781401274412 -

$42.99

DCeased – 9781401294403 - $49.99
9781779505651

17/5/21
$32.99

Paperback
232 pp



Superman Vol. 3  The Truth Revealed

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 14+

 Superman’s son, John Kent, has come back from the 
journey around the universe, and his return makes 
Kal-El question his place in the world, and how the 
world sees him. Does the world still need a 
Superman?

 A new story filled with excitement and mystery.

 Superman fans have been thrilled with the new 
direction for the character.

Brian Michael Bendis is an 
incredibly prolific comic book 
creator, known best for Powers, 
his run on New Avengers, and 
most recently an exclusive deal 
with DC Comics.
Backlist
Superman vol. 1: Unity Saga part 1 –

9781401294380 - $27.99

Superman vol. 2: Unity Saga part 2 –

9781401299675 - $34.99

Action Comics vol. 1 – 9781401294786 

- $29.99

9781779505712
3/5/21
$29.99

Paperback
192 pp



Aquaman Vol. 4

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 15+

 Arthur Curry, heir to Atlantis, must battle his half-
brother Orm for control of the undersea nation. But 
it is one man against an army, and another threat 
has emerged that may overwhelm them all.

 The recent Aquaman film has given renewed 
interest in the character over the last few years.

 Will appeal to action fantasy fans.

Kelly Sue DeConnick began her 
comics career translating manga 
comics, and began publishing her 
own stories in 2004. She is most 
well known for her run on 
Captain Marvel, which created 
enough interest in the character 
to push Marvel to give the 
character a film.
Backlist
Aquaman vol. 1 – 9781779501431 -

$29.99

Aquaman vol. 2 – 9781779502506 -

$29.99

Aquaman vol. 3 – 9781779502810 -

$42.99 978177950
5880

3/5/21
$27.99

Paperback
200 pp



Red Hood: Outlaw Vol. 4

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 15+

 Jason Todd – the former Robin - takes on training 
the next generation of super-villains, but at the 
same time, an unspeakable darkness reveals 
itself...did the Outlaws finally come together just in 
time to watch helplessly as the world ends around 
them?

 A fascinating action-packed story of anti-heroes and 
what makes a villain.

 Has a loyal corps of fans who seek out stories of 
these characters.

Scott Lobdell has been writing 
comics professionally since the 
1990s, beginning with Marvel 
Comics. He has been writing 
comics featuring Red Hood since 
2011, and has now begun a run 
on the Flash.
Backlist
Red Hood: Outlaw vol. 1 –

9781401292850 – $32.99

Red Hood: Outlaw vol. 2 –

9781401295103 - $27.99

Red Hood: Outlaw vol. 3 –

9781779502520 - $27.99

9781779505934
3/5/21
$27.99

Paperback
224 pp



Batman & The Outsiders Vol. 3

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 14+

 After Ra's al Ghul loses everything he loves--his 
League of Assassins, his power...his family--the only 
thing he has left is his mission to bend the world to 
his will and save it from itself. Now he's more 
dangerous than ever, and with his vengeance 
carrying him, will the Outsiders be enough to stop 
him?

 A high-octane action piece bringing together a 
number of popular DC heroes, led by Batman.

Bryan Hill has been writing 
independent comics for years as 
well as working on feature 
screenplays and consulting on 
pop culture to companies such as 
M&M Mars and PepsiCo. He has 
been writing Batman titles since 
2018.
Backlist
Batman & the Outsiders vol. 1 –

9781401291785 - $29.99 

Batman & the Outsiders vol. 2 –

9781779502865 - $27.99

9781779506962
3/5/21
$27.99

Paperback
128 pp



Earth One Box Set

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 15+

 The three biggest heroes in the DC universe  –
Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman - reimagined 
for the modern day by some of the best writers of 
the last thirty years.

 Collected here for the first time in a gorgeous 
slipcase.

 Individual sales of these volumes have been steady 
over the last decade.

Backlist
Batman Earth One vol. 1 –

9781401232092 - $25.00

Superman Earth One vol. 1 –

9781401224691 - $24.99

Wonder Woman Earth One vol. 1 –

9781401268633 - $29.99

9781779507037
3/5/21
$79.99

Slipcase



Batman: The Joker War

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 15+

 The Clown Prince of Crime and the Dark Knight 
Detective go head-to-head for the last time. The Joker 
has never wanted to win before, he’s never wanted his 
battle with Batman to end, but now his motivation has 
shifted. As The Joker’s plan to assemble an army 
materializes, the only person who can save Batman 
from the brink of true madness is Harley Quinn.

 An epic story that has been decades in the making.

 Joker titles have been steadily rising in popularity over 
the last few years, aided by the film starring Joaquin 
Phoenix.

James Tynion IV has studied 
under Scott Snyder, the 
acclaimed writer of Batman 
during the New 52 years. He has 
since become a lead writer on 
Batman Eternal, Constantine: 
the Hellblazer, and the DC 
classic series, Detective Comics.
Backlist

9781779507907
3/5/21
$39.99

Hardcover
176 pp



John Constantine, Hellblazer Vol. 2

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 16+

 In London, John Constantine is up to his usual 
antics. The adventures continue, quite dark and still 
twisted. Will he protect a group of British fishermen 
from an ancient merwoman? Or stop a disgraced 
royal from unleashing a bloodthirsty horror?

 Tying in with the new books featuring characters 
from Neil Gaiman’s Sandman series.

 Dark magical fantasy for fans of Lev Grossman’s The 
Magicians

Simon Spurrier has been a chef, 
bookseller, and art director for 
the BBC. He has been writing 
comics professionally for 20 
years, including Judge Dredd, X-
Force, and Star Wars. He has 
also written a number of prose 
novels for Games Workshop.
Backlist
John Constantine, Hellblazer vol. 1 –

9781779502896 - $32.99

9781779509536
24/5/21

$27.99
Paperback

152 pp



Justice League Odyssey Vol. 4

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 15+

 Lost beyond the edge of the universe, the misfit 
team of Justice League Odyssey crosses paths with 
Epoch. The Lord of Time has a great plan to solve 
everything, but it might be the single most 
dangerous thing anyone has ever done.

 Sci-fi adventures that will appeal to fans of 
Guardians of the Galaxy

Dan Abnett is a well-known sci-fi 
writer who has been writing 
professionally since the mid 
1980s. His works include 
Aquaman, Guardians of the 
Galaxy, Doctor Who, Guant’s
Ghosts, and Titans.
Backlist
Justice League Odyssey vol. 1 -

9781401289492 - $27.99

Justice League Odyssey vol. 2  -

9781401295066 - $27.99

Justice League Odyssey vol. 3 –

9781401299873 - $27.99

9781779509161
24/5/21

$32.99
Paperback

176 pp



Wonder Woman: Earth One Vol. 3

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 14+

 Diana, now queen of the Amazons, must assemble 
the disparate Amazonian tribes for the first time in 
a millennium. Max Lord's assault on Paradise Island 
with his destructive A.R.E.S. armors is on the 
horizon, and in order to weather the war that is 
coming, Wonder Woman will need the full might of 
her sisters by her side!

 The thrilling conclusion to the Earth One trilogy, a 
reimagining of the origins of the classic DC heroes 
for a more contemporary setting.

Grant Morrison is a Scottish 
comics writer, known for works 
such as The Invisiblesand New 
X-Men, as well as co-creating the 
TV series Happy! Beginning with 
2000AD, Morrison has been 
writing major comics since the 
1980s, and is considered one of 
the giants of the industry.
Backlist
Wonder Woman Earth One vol. 1 –

9781401268633 - $29.99

Wonder Woman Earth One vol. 2 –

9781401281175 - $42.99

9781779502070
3/5/21
$47.99

Hardcover
136 pp



Minecraft Volume 2 (Graphic Novel)

 Publisher: Dark Horse Childrens

 Age range: 9+

 The end of summer has brought new challenges for 
Evan when a bully chooses to target him. Evan tries to 
hide this from his friends, but when he and the gang 
find themselves in a similar situation in the EverRealm, 
Evan can't keep quiet anymore. As they find themselves 
assaulted by pirates, and then by an even bigger 
threat, all the players realize they must learn to rely 
on each other to face adversity.

 A sequel to volume 1, which has sold 1.1k copies in 
Australia

 A must for schools and libraries hoping to get all the 
die-hard fans of Minecraft reading.

Backlist
Minecraft volume 1 – 9781506708348 -

$17.99

9781506708362
15/1/21

$18.99
Paperback

88 pp



Ec Archives Tales From The Crypt 

Volume 1, The

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 13+

 EC Comics was one of the biggest names in horror stories for a good portion of 
the 20th Century, until the Comics Code shut down any books featuring the 
undead.

 This volume represents the first forays of the genre that would become some of 
the best from the golden age of comics, in regards to both writing and artwork.

 A must for collectors and pop art fans, not to mention readers of classic horror 
stories.

9781506721118
18/5/21

$32.99
Paperback

216 pp



Avatar: the Last Airbender – Toph

Beifong’s Metalbending Academy

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 10+

 Things are looking bright at the Beifong Metalbending
Academy! But after all the adventures Toph's had with 
Aang and his friends, the whole thing feels a bit dull. 
Luckily, Sokka and Suki come to visit and while out and 
about to celebrate, Toph discovers something that just 
might put the sparkle back in her eye...

 A great new stand alone entry into the Avatar universe

 Since the series became available on Netflix, sales for 
the Avatar books have skyrocketed.

 Previously listed for a February release, now delayed 
until May.

Faith Erin Hicks is a Canadian 
cartoonist from Canada. In 1999, 
she began a webcomic called 
Demonology 101. Over the last 
20 years, she has produced a 
number of graphic novels for 
children, including Adventures 
of Superhero Girl for Dark 
Horse, for which she won an 
Eisner award.
Backlist
Avatar The Last Airbender--Katara And 

The Pirate's Silver – 9781506717111 -

$22.99

9781506717128
4/5/21
$22.99

PB
80 pp



Art Of Samurai Shodown, The

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 12+

 A glorious hardcover tome collecting concept art and creator commentary from 
the development of the newest entry in the Samurai Shodown saga.

 Since 1993, SNK has rocked the fighting-game world with the visceral combat, 
iconic characters, and dynamic settings of Samurai Shodown!

 This large-format volume contains nearly 700 documents and illustrations that 
were used to create the blockbuster game, showcasing this latest episode in 
thrilling hyper-detail.

 Best for areas that specialise in video game art and design books.
9781506722412

18/5/21
$64.99

Hardcover
288 pp



Art Of Far Cry 6, The

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 14+

 Explore the vibrant island of Yara, a nation trapped in time. Dark Horse Books 
and Ubisoft have joined forces to create The Art of Far Cry 6, a beautiful 
volume that is perfect for any fan of the Far Cry adventures.

 The video game series Far Cry remains immensely popular, with the sixth entry 
into the series being released in May 2021.

 Fans of computer generated art will love this as much as video game fans will.

9781506724348
25/5/21

$64.99
Hardcover

216 pp



Cyberpunk 2077 Volume 1: Trauma 

Team

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 15+

 The medic of a trauma team – EMTs who have to 
extract the company’s clients from dangerous 
situations – deals with the deaths of all of her previous 
team while being forced to protect the man that killed 
them.

 A short story set in the world of Cyberpunk 2077

 Fast-paced and action-packed, this will appeal to fans 
of the video game Cyberpunk 2077.

 The ‘World of Cyberpunk’ books have already sold over 
1,400 copies since September 2020.

Cullen Bunn has been the writer 
on Uncanny X-Men and 
Deadpool. He is best known for 
his horror comic Harrow County.
Backlist
The World of Cyberpunk 2077 –

9781506713588 - $69.99

The World of Cyberpunk 2077 Deluxe 

Edition – 9781506716992 - $135

Harrow County Omnibux volume 1 –

9781506719917 - $49.99 (available 

April)

9781506716015
30/3/21

$32.99
Paperback

104 pp



Earth Boy

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 10+

 Benson, young teen boy with dreams of venturing 
into space and becoming a Galactic Ranger, is given 
the chance to make his hopes a reality when he's 
selected to join an elite academy full of strange 
characters and unusual alien classmates.

 A great middle grade sci-fi adventure.

 Suitable for primary schools and libraries.

 Will appeal to fans of Zita the Spacegirl.

Paul Tobin has been writing 
comics for over 30 years, 
including a long run on the 
Plants vs. Zombies series.
Backlist
The Witcher Omnibus – 9781506713946 

- $42.99

9781506714110
6/4/21
$21.99

Paperback
136 pp



Sacred Decay The Art Of Lauren Marx

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 16+

 Fungus blooms and dies, bones weather, and moths 

form halos around dismembered animals in this darkly 

exquisite collection from acclaimed artist Lauren Marx.

 Birds, beasts, fish, plants, and more blossom radiantly 

on the page in their cycle of birth and destruction.

 Gorgeously reproduced, the paintings in this volume 

will give this book a place in any art lover’s collection

 Will definitely find appeal in the independent market.

Lauren Marx is a visual artist 
based in St. Louis. Her work 
explores the native fauna and 
flora of North America. Her work 
is heavily influenced by her love 
of scientific illustration, 
Medieval marginalia and 
bestiaries, as well as 
Renaissance religious paintings.

9781506716381
20/7/21

$47.99
Hardcover



Youth

 Publisher: Dark Horse Books

 Age range: 16+

 Youth is a coming of age story of two queer teenagers as they run away from 
their lives in a bigoted small town, and attempt to make their way to 
California. Along the way their car breaks down and they join up with a group 
of fellow misfits on the road. Embarking together in a van travelling the 
country they party and attempt to find themselves.

 Combines the difficulties of growing up with the hardships of dealing with 
superpowers in the real world.

 A strong book for indies and high schools. 9781506724614
16/6/21

$32.99
Paperback

136 pp



Johnny Boo And The Silly Blizzard 

(Johnny Boo Book 12)

 Publisher: IDW Publishing

 Age range: 8+

 Kids love to eat snow! It looks a lot like ice 
cream…hey, maybe it really IS ice cream! Johnny 
Boo and Squiggle are excited to find out, unless the 
Ice Cream Monster eats it all first. 

 An Eisner award-winning series that will find a place 
in every primary school or library.

 Adorable and easy to digest for all reading abilities.

 Each volume is a stand alone story.

James Kolchalka is a prolific 
Eisner award-winning cartoonist, 
best known for his 14 years 
writing a daily comic strip called 
American Elf. He alternates 
between writing books for 
children and adult titles.
Author details
Backlist
Johnny Boo Book 1 – 9781603090131 -

$16.99

Johnny Boo Book 2 – 9781603090155 -

$16.99

Johnny Boo Book 3 – 9781603090414 -

$16.99
9781603094856

4/5/21
$16.99

Hardcover
40 pp



Sonic The Hedgehog, Vol. 2: El destino

del Dr. Eggman

 Publisher: IDW Publishing

 Age range: 10+ (Spanish language only)

 The Spanish reader edition of the second Sonic the Hedgehog volume.

 Useful for schools and ESL students

9781684057832
4/5/21
$26.99

Paperback
96 pp



Sonic The Hedgehog, Vol. 8: Darkest 

Hours

 Publisher: IDW Publishing

 Age range: 10+

 Team Sonic defeated the Metal Virus, but things are 
far from back to normal. What have they lost, and 
which villains will seize the opportunity to strike?

 An action fantasy adventure like no other, Sonic the 
Hedgehog has been a favourite since the 1990s.

 Perfect for primary schools, lower secondary, and 
libraries.

Backlist
Sonic the Hedgehog vol. 1 –

9781684053278 - $26.99

Sonic the Hedgehog vol. 2 –

9781684054060 - $26.99

Sonic the Hedgehog vol. 3 –

9781684054985 - $26.99

9781684057887
4/5/21
$26.99

Paperback
104 pp



Aster And The Mixed-Up Magic

 Publisher: RH USA Kids Trade

 Age range: 8+

 Moving to the middle of nowhere has been less of a disaster 
than Aster expected. Her mom's science experiments are 
actually pretty cool; her dad's cooking has gotten better; her 
new dog is possibly the best friend anyone could ask for. And 
she's gotten to save the day - and her family - from various 
magical calamities in extremely fun adventures. So now she 
can have a break, right? Nope!

 Excellent middle grade fantasy adventure.

 Aster and the Accidental Magic has sold 700 copies in under 12 
months and has had consistent back orders since.

 Great for fans of the Hilde series on Netflix.

Backlist
Aster and the Accidental Magic –

9780593118849 - $22.99

9780593118870
18/5/21

$21.99
Paperback

256 pp



Flash Facts

 Publisher: DC Comics Childrens

 Age range: 8+

 Have you ever wondered who lives at the bottom of 
the sea? How robots are built? Or what the fastest 
thing ever made was? Well, look no further! 
Everyone's favourite Scarlet Speedster is here to 
answer all your burning questions!

 This anthology aligns with Next Generation Science 
Standards and provides a helpful bridge between 
the lessons taught inside the classroom and our 
everyday lives.

 Great for schools and libraries.

Mayim Bialik is an actress and 
neuroscientist. She has appeared 
in TV series such as Blossom and 
The Big Bang Theory. She has 
also published several books for 
younger readers.
Backlist
Girling Up – 9780399548611 - $17.99

Boying Up – 9780525515999 - $17.99

9781779503824
18/5/21

$16.99
Paperback

160 pp



Minecraft: Wither Without You Volume 

2

 Publisher: Dark Horse Childrens

 Age range: 12+

 After saving their mentor from the belly of a wither, 
twin monster hunters Cahira and Orion turn their sights 
on solving the mystery of their new friend's hostile mob 
lure curse. The team must seek out Senan's former 
sorcerer nemesis to find a cure for Atria's monster 
woes.

 Volume one has sold over 400 copies since July 2020

 Excellent choice for libraries and schools.

 Minecraft remains one of the most popular games in 
the world for children, teens, and adults.

Kirsten Gudsnuk
Backlist
Minecraft: Wither Without You vol. 1 –

9781506708355 - $18.99

9781506718866
18/5/21

$17.99
Paperback

88 pp



Superman Adventures: Lex Luthor, 

Man of Metropolis

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 8+

 As long as Superman has flown over the skies of Metropolis, one man has always 
sought to take the brave hero down: Lex Luthor! But why does Lex hate 
Superman so much? See just how devious Superman's greatest foe is as 
experiments with Kryptonite run amok. And Lex isn't just Superman's enemy 
here on Earth--their rivalry will take them to Apokolips and back!

 Much like Batman Adventures and Dear Justice League, these stories will 
appeal to high visual, low read ability readers.

 Excellent choice for schools and libraries. 9781779508126
18/5/21

$15.99
Paperback

136 pp



Nubia Real One

 Publisher: DC Comics

 Age range: 14+

 Nubia has always been a little bit…different. As a baby she showcased 
Amazonian-like strength by pushing over a tree to rescue her neighbor’s cat. But 
despite her having similar abilities, the world has no problem telling her that 
she’s no Wonder Woman. Every time she comes to the rescue, she’s reminded of 
how people see her: as a threat. Her moms do their best to keep her safe, but 
Nubia can’t deny the fire within her, even if it means people assume the worst.

 Another fantastic entry in the DC YA range from L.L. Mckinney from the witty A 
Blade So Black.

 A strong read for high schools.

9781401296407
4/5/21
$27.99

Paperback
208 pp



Two-Week Wait: an IVF story

 Publisher: Scribe

 Age range: Adult

 Conrad and Joanne met in their final year of university 
and have been virtually inseparable since then. For a 
while, it felt like they had all the time in the world. 
Yet now, when they are finally ready to have kids, they 
find that getting pregnant isn’t always so easy.

 An original graphic novel based on the IVF stories of its 
husband-and-wife authors and the 1-in-50 couples 
around the world like them.

 Melbourne based authors

 Will appeal to readers of stories like Couch Fiction by 
Phillippa Perry and more independent comics.

Luke C. Jackson is a teacher, and 
the author of novels, games, and 
films. This is his first novel with 
his wife, Kelly Jackson, who is 
also a teacher, and educational 
writer.

9781925713824
4/5/21
$35.00

Paperback
160 pp



Renegades: Flames of Amazonia, The: 

Defenders of the Planet

 Publisher: Doris Kindersley

 Age range: 10+

 Professor Katelyn, Leon, and Mo battle environmental 
threats as the superhero team, the Renegades! A new, 
fire-breathing enemy is destroying the Amazon 
rainforest!

 With a strong environmental message, this is a 
fantastic read for middle grade kids who have a deep 
commitment to understanding and combating climate 
change.

 Developed originally as an online webcomic by students 
at King’s College London.

 Should be useful for primary schools and libraries.

Backlist
Renegades: Artic Meltdown –

9780241457832 - $19.99

9780241490662
4/5/21
$19.99

Paperback
96 pp



Otto: A Palindrama

 Publisher: Dial

 Age range: 7+

 Otto is having a very palindramatic day. His pet, 
Pip, has gone missing, and his search for the dog 
leads him deeper and deeper into a strange and 
perplexing world—full of talking owls, stacks of 
cats, storms and mazes, boats and trains and 
automobiles.

 This absurdly clever and funny graphic novel, told 
entirely in palindromes, is created by a World 
Palindrome Champion.

 Excellent option for primary schools and libraries.

Jon Agee is based in San 
Francisco and has been writing 
children’s books featuring word 
play for many years. 
Backlist
I Want a Dog – 9780525555469 - $29.99

It’s Only Stanley – 9780803739079 -

$29.99

Milo’s Hat Trick – 9780735229877 -

$29.99

9780147513496
18/5/21

$17.99
Paperback

144 pp


